The purpose of this portfolio is to highlight the competences, skills and aptitudes that I have acquired through my education as an architect and my two years professional experience. Combining discipline as a worker in an architecture studio and entrepreneurship, initiative and enthusiasm as an independent architect.

I am self driven and very good team worker, and with a strong experience working with other professionals in different roles.

I can handle responsibilities and solve problems efficiently. And I am determined to work in London.

ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE

- Master Degree in Architecture (MSc,Arch) EQF7
  University of Navarra School of Architecture, (2007-2013)
  Final Degree Project Finished with Honours (9/10)
- Second Minor in Urban Planning and Development, 2 years certificate
  University of Navarra School of Architecture, (2011-2013)

WORK EXPERIENCE

- Architect Assistant at Estudio Metro Arquitectura y Urbanismo (06/2013 - present)
  Working as Assistant in big residential projects and as Principal Architect in two small projects.
- Independent Architect (06/2013 - present)
  Working in: a Turn-key Appartment Refurbishment, Architectural Contests, Freelance Architectural Visualizer

LANGUAGES

SPANISH: ♦♦♦♦♦ native
ENGLISH: ♦♦♦♦♦ proficient
FRENCH: ♦♦♦♦♦ intermediate

IT SKILLS

Autodesk
- AutoCAD: ♦♦♦♦♦
- AutoCAD3D: ♦♦♦♦♦
- Revit Architecture: ♦♦♦♦♦
- 3dsMax: ♦♦♦♦♦

Adobe
- Photoshop: ♦♦♦♦♦
- InDesign: ♦♦♦♦♦
- Illustrator: ♦♦♦♦♦
- AfterEffects: ♦♦♦♦♦
- Premiere: ♦♦♦♦♦

Others
- SketchUp: ♦♦♦♦♦
- Cinema4D: ♦♦♦♦♦
- Rhinoceros: ♦♦♦♦♦
- Microstation: ♦♦♦♦♦
- Office Word: ♦♦♦♦♦
- Office Excel: ♦♦♦♦♦
- Wordpress: ♦♦♦♦♦

HAND SKILLS

Modelling: ♦♦♦♦♦
HandDrawing: ♦♦♦♦♦

+I am a fast-learner.

This document is a compilation of two different kind of works: Academic works, representative of the creativity and combination of theoretical ideas and its technical construction. And professional works, which involves on the one hand, how to face a challenge and deal with the requirements of the clients, the architectural quests, or the local regulations. And on the other hand how to get through the different steps to achieve the project delivered and the construction finished, after finding the way through the exciting world of budgets, permits, contractors, and other professional collaborations.

Here is an INDEX of the projects that are included in this document:

ACADEMIC WORKS

- FDP Final Degree Project | Social Sports Centre & Accommodation 6th year
- H&W House & Workshop in the Forest | 5th year

PROFESSIONAL WORKS

- DHC Design House Competition | International Competition in Marbella FINALIST
- BMO Best Medic Offices | Turn-key Refurbishment + Interior Design
- AR Appartment Refurbishment | Turn-key Refurbishment + Interior Design
- + more | Collaborations | Architectural Visualizations | Drawings
This project was developed between September 2012 and June 2013 as the final and most representative project of my Architectural Training in the University.

The implementation of this project, defined by the memory of the landscape in an old village in the Pyrenees, pretends to create a synergy that emphasizes the existing ruins and reflects the beauty that is left when the time goes by and nature blurs the lines that define the boundaries of the urban landscape and the natural landscape.
Final Degree Project | Social Sports Centre & Accomodation_6th year

with honours (9/10)

PROFESSOR: Carlos Labarta Azpún

LOCATION: JANOVAS (HUESCA, SPAIN)
The social building generates the transition among these two levels and connects to the river where practice fluvial activities.

Combines the material softness of the wood with the artificiality of the glass reflections, that allows this inside to participate of the surrounding landscape.

The accommodations are built in reflective glass, reflecting the environment around them and changing their appearance according to the weather, the seasons, and witnessing the actions of time and nature. However, the interior is made of wood as a contemporary mountain hut, warm and compact.
Shelters, fitting into the pre-existing ruins, are smoothly implemented, built in lightweight construction, which is subordinated to the heaviness of the stone walls.
This project was developed between January 2012 and May 2012 in the 5th year of the degree.

On the one hand this House had to satisfy the topographic and landscape requirements.

And on the other hand, had to combine the professional environment with the familiar environment both functionally and comfortably for a wood craftsman.

the craftsman lives in the forest surrounded by the element that he manipulates respectfully.

This house is placed in a clearing in the forest that uses as a garden. Surrounded by the trees on its west side and with a panoramic view of the valley on its east side.
Because of the conditions of this house, heating is produced with a Biomass Boiler system, integrated in the material warehouse to use all the waste materials.

The water needed for the production of the working area is taken from the storm tank that works as a skylight in the workshop.
Design House Competition | Luxury House Villa in Marbella
INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION by DOM3

FINALIST: Top 10 among more than 100 Studios

Architectural Competition developed from April to May 2014. Using BIM as a project tool.
Design House Competition | Luxury House Villa in Marbella

INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION by DCM3

FINALEST: Top 10 among more than 100 Studios
International Architectural Competition by Dom3

Finalist: Top 10 among more than 100 Studios

Design House Competition | Luxury House Villa in Marbella
Best Medic Offices | Refurbishment of a 500m² office

Principal Architect in Estudio Metro Leading and developing the refurbishment of this offices from August 2013 to January 2014.

Project, Interior design, Construction management.

Zaragoza (Spain)
Appartment Refurbishment | design of a 200 m² appartment

As Independent Architect

This complete refurbishment of an appartment was done between June to December 2014.

Before

Proposal

During the construction

After

Finished
Working as Principal Architect in the project of 8 Terraced Houses that are right now under construction.

Architect Assistant in Other Residential and Commercial Projects from the preliminary design to the tender documentation for construction.
Freelance collaboration with other Architecture Studios as 3D Artist.

Personal drawings, both artistic and architectural.
Thank you for your time.

for any further information please do not hesitate to contact

mail: pepelgfloria@gmail.com

or go to:

www.pepelgfloria.com